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ABSTRACT 

 
                    The point of this thesis is to denoising of the ECG signal using TMS320C6713 DSK 

processor. Here the use of adaptive filtering technique gives us the idea of effective method for 

filtering of a signal. The ECG signal is generated in Matlab software and is used as the optimum 

source samples i.e., it is used as the desired signal which is to be compared with the input signal. 

Here we use LMS algorithm as an adaptive algorithm for processing and analyzing of the ECG 

signal. Adaptive filters are best utilized as a part of situations where signal settings or framework 

limitations are gradually varying and  filter is confirmed to adjust for this change. There are many 

adaptive algorithms of which LMS algorithm is one of them and is more accurate and precise. The 

C6713 is modern DSK processor which has both floating and fixed point processors. The earlier 

versions only had the fixed point processing. The random signal is removed from the ECG signal 

with the help of LMS filter code that is loaded into CCS (Code Compressor studio)  and the output 

from the processor is verified. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

              The target of this thesis is to present a denoising technique for an ECG signal using 

TMS320C6713 processor. There are many ways in which denoising of an signal can be done. This 

technique is used to remove the noise which occur due to various effects and should be removed 

to get a desired and required signal. The TMS320C6713 DSK processor is an improvised version 

in the family of C6x as it is capable both floating and fixed point processing. 

              The denoising of the ECG signal is done by using Adaptive filter. The adaptive filter is a 

type of a linear filter which updates the weights of the filter by using an Adaptive algorithm. Here 

the filter is gone through initially the training period which is done by taking a known signal, the 

filter coefficients are updated and then testing period is done by various signals. In the upcoming 

sections we will learn inn detail about the processor and the adaptive signal processing and the 

filtering technique adopted. 

 

1.1 ECG SIGNAL: 
 

              ECG is the electrical demonstration of the contractile movement of the heart. They 

are sensed by the electrodes which are stanch to the surface of skin and can be chronicled by 

a device which is outside of body. This noninvasive procedure of recording is known an 

Electrocardiogram. 

                   An ECG is used not only to compute the regularity and rate of the heartbeats but 

also to know the size and position of the heart’s chambers, any damage’s present in the heart, 

and the special effects of drugs/ devices which are used to control the heart, for instance 

pacemaker. 

                    A typical ECG signal constitutes the PQRST complex. A PQRST complex 

consists of a complete cardiac cycle. In a cardiac cycle: a P wave, a QRS Complex,  a T wave. 

The baseline of ECG can be determined by measuring the part of the Signal preceding the P 

wave and the part following the T wave. For normal person, generally, the baseline is almost 

isoelectric at about 0mV. However, in a sick heart the baseline may be above or below the 

isoelectric line. In the figure 1.1, a cardiac cycle is shown denoting the PQRST Complex. 
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FIGURE 1. 1 A Complete Cardiac Cycle 

                         

For each wave considered by amplitude and the duration. In the table given below, the 

limitations of the ECG Signal for a normal being are summarized. 

 

 

Type of wave in 

ECG signal  

Source  

 

Amplitude in mV  

 

Duration in Seconds  

 

Wave P  Atrial depolarization 

or contraction  

<=0.2 mV  Interval :P-R  

0.12  

Wave R  Repolarization the 

atria, depolarization 

of ventricles  

1.60  

 

0.07  

 

Wave T  Ventricular 

repolarization 

(Relaxation of 

myocardium)  

0.1-0.5  

 

Interval  for :Q-T  

0.35  

Interval S-T  Ventricular 

contraction  
 Interval for :S-T  

0.015  

U Wave Sluggish 

repolarization of 

interventricules 

<0.1  

 

Interval :T-U  

0.2  
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During the period of usual atria depolarization, of the prime electrical course is focussed as of the 

node SA in the direction of node AV , and binges till the left atrium from the right atrium which 

forms the wave P. The R wave is the maximum amplitude wave in the ECG . The QRS complex 

depicts the swift depolarization of the right and of the left ventricles. Since, they have a huge 

muscle mass as wave. The Q wave signify the interventricular septum’s depolarisation. S wave is 

any descending deflection found after the occurrence of the R wave. The T wave represents the 

ventricle’s repolarization. The period from the start of the QRS complex to peak of T wave is 

signified as the complete refractory retro when another action potential cannot be triggered by an 

external stimuli. The second part of the T wave is denoted to as the relative refractory period where 

easily a new action potential can be triggered. Sometimes, a U wave may follow a T wave. 

   

1.2 NECESSITY OF DENOISING TECHNIQUE: 
 

                   Denoising is a process of removing the noise from a signal. Here we use adaptive 

signal processing for the noise cancellation. The filter designed here for the denoising 

technique is LMS filter. By removing the noise from the signal one can get the desired and 

accurate signal. In case of an ECG signal it is very important for filtering of the signal so that 

the signal generated can be analyzed and clinician can give a detailed analysis on one person’s 

heart beat. The noise in signal may be due to various effects such as noise due to main supply, 

interference etc. the filter here differentiates between the noise and the original signal. It 

compares the given signal with the ECG signal which is given as a desired signal to the LMS 

filter. The filter automatically updates the weights so that it could separate the noise and the 

desired signal. 

                   Sifting is the most collective for every signal, as every signal frequency spectra 

does not comprise of valid data. For instance 60 Hz AC control lines, which existing in most 

of surroundings will yield noise if the signal is improved. 
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1.3 LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

                            The motivation behind this project are challenges like filtering of random 

noise from any kind of signal. In this work, it has been ensured that the random noise is 

removed from the ECG signal but not perfectly. Here the filter is trained with only around 

1000 samples during its training period. In the testing period the ECG signal samples that are 

generated with the help of matlab is added up with a random noise samples which is number 

of samples is same as that of the ECG signal. Hence the signal thus obtained from the 

TMS320C6713 DSK Board has some abnormalities. The adaptive filtering procedure is used 

for denoising of the signal. The LMS scheme is used here for accomplishing the task. The 

filter should have undergone through more training period so that the filter weights are updated 

to the optimum level and the resulting signal is much precise and accurate. 

 

1.4 OBJECTIVE 
 

                The main objective here is removing of the noise from the ECG signal using 

TMS320C6713 processor. 

 Developing of the LMS algorithm in C language which could be able to run in the CCS 

and can be loaded into the TMS processor. 

 Generation of the ECG signal and the random noise in the matlab. The each wave of 

the ECG signal is generated separately by using fourier transform and summed up for 

generating an entire ECG signal. 

 File management is used so as to import the desired and random sample values that 

are generated in matlab into CCS. The random signal should be generated should be 

in the size of the ECG signal generated. 

 Interfacing of TMS320C6713 processor with the desktop or PC. 

 The signal thus obtained is viewed in the oscilloscope which is connected to the TMS 

processor by adding up few libraries to CCS. 
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1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 
 

Chapter 1    of the thesis explains the background of the electrocardiogram extraction and 

also give details about literature survey on denoising technique. Next it gives detail about the 

objective of this thesis and the experimental setup to implement the extraction process and get 

the ECG signal as output. 

Chapter  2   of the thesis explains about the adaptive signal processing and implementation 

of the LMS algorithm for adaptive filtering 

Chapter 3  of the thesis explains about the TMS320C6713 processor its features and 

applications. It also explains about the interfacing of the TMS processor. 

Chapter  4    of the thesis describes about the extraction of the output which is the final output 

of the whole thesis and also includes the concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ADAPTIVE FILTERING TECHNIQUE 
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2.1 ADAPTIVE FILTER 

                            
                            Adaptive filters are best utilized as a part of situations where signal settings 

or framework constraints are gradually varying and filter is confirmed to adjust for this change. 

An powerful however straightforward capable filter is known as the linear adaptive combiner, 

which is simply a flexible FIR. LMS scheme is a pursuit calculation that can be utilized to give 

the method to modifying the channel coefficients. 

                                In conventional IIR and FIR digital filters, one assumes that course constraints 

to regulate the about filter features to be known. They may fluctuate by varying time, however the 

way of the disparity is thought to be acknowledged.  In numerous real-world problems these may 

have a substantial vulnerability in a few limitations on account of insufficient earlier trial 

information of the procedure. A few limitations may be required to alter with time, however the 

nature of transformation is unpredictable. In such situations it is suitable to proposal of the filter 

that is self learning so that it can familiarize the situation for any variation that comes into play. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. 1 Adaptive Filter 

                                            

 

                        The factors of a adaptive filter will be acclimated to adjust for fluctuations in the 

signal input, the signal output, or the system constraints. As opposed to unbending, a adaptive 

structure can take in signal qualities and trail moderate vicissitudes. A adaptive filter could be 

exceptionally valuable when we have instability in the attributes of  signal. 

                        Theoretically, adaptive structure is genuinely straightforward. A large portion of 

the adaptive structures can be depicted by the arrangement indicated in Figure 2.1. It is an essential 

adaptive structure in which the output y of the filter is contrasted and likened to the a signal 
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signified as ‘d’ to produce a error e, that is then again fedback to adaptive filter. This error acts as 

a input for the adaptive scheme, which alters the adaptable filter to fulfill nearly foreordained 

norms or guidelines. The signal that is desired is generally the supreme troublesome one to acquire. 

One of the first inquiries that likely strikes a chord is: Why we are attempting to produce the signal  

that is desired at y on the off chance that we recognize it? In numerous solicitations the desired 

signal does exist some place in the scheme or is known. The test in smearing adaptive strategies is 

to make sense of how to get the signal that is desired, which to mark the output y, and which to 

mark the error. 

                          The quantities of the adaptive filter can be balanced, or streamlined, utilizing a 

LMS scheme taking into account the error signal. Here we talk about just the LMS looking 

calculation ith a direct combiner, even if there are a few techniques for carrying out adaptive 

filtering. The output obtained from the adaptive filter from Figure 2.1 is given by 

 

where wk(n) represents N coefficients at a particular time n. The convolution equation given from 

the above equation is regular run-through to use the updation of the weights denoted by w for 

coefficients that are accompanying with situations involved in adaptive filtering and the neural 

networks. 

                                   The recital measure is required to govern how better the filter is. The 

measure is centered on error signal  

 

which is dissimilarity among the desired signal d(n) and the filter to yeild y(n).The coefficients 

wk(n) are balanced such that a mean square error is minimized. The mean square error is a 

function that can be represented as E[e2(n)], where E here signifies the expected value. Since 

there are K weights a slope of mean squared function is needed. An appraisal can be found 

utilizing the slope of e2(n), giving 

 

which signifies the LMS scheme. The above equation provides a straightforward and powerful 

and an very effective way for updating the coefficients, without any necessity for the average, 

and is used for implementation of the adaptive filter. Generally, input of adaptive filter is given 

as x(n) and  β is the convergence rate and also the precision of the reworking process. 
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For every particular time snigified as n, each weight, wk(n) is redesigned or supplanted by another 

weight, in view of (2.1), unless the error signal e(n) is zero. Later the filter's output y(n), the error 

e(n) and for each of the weights wk(n)  are redesigned for a particular time , another example is 

gained (from ADC), the adjustment methodology is rehashed for an alternate time. Note from 

(2.1), the weight values are not redesigned when e(n) turns into zero. 

 

2.2 ADAPTIVE STRUCTURES 
 

                 There are various adaptive configurations that are used for diverse kind of 

solicitations in the filteration process. 

1. For cancellation of noise 

                    Figure 2.2 demonstrates the adaptive scheme in Figure 2.1 changed for the 

cancellation of noise solicitation. The obtained desired signal d is tainted by uncorrelated 

added noise. The input for filter is the noise n1 is correlated along the initial noise n.  The 

noise n1 might originate from the similar source like of n however altered by the earth. The 

filter's output y is adjusted to the noise . At the point when this happens, the blunder signal 

methodologies the desired signal d. The general output is the the error but not the filter 

output y. On the off chance that ‘d’ is uncorrelated with ‘n’, the technique is to reduce 

E(e2), where ‘E(n)’ is the anticipated value. The expected value is usually not known, so it 

is estimated with the instant function itself. The component of signal, ‘E(d2)’, will be 

unchanged and only the noise component ‘E[(n-y)2]’ will be reduced. 

 

 

2. For identification of system 

  

               Figure 2.3 demonstrates a adaptive filter scheme that might be utilized for 

structure distinguishing proof or displaying. The same info is fed to an unknown system in 

corresponding with an adaptive filter. The error e is the distinction among the retort of the 

unknown system ‘d’ and the response of filter y. The error is fedback to the adaptive filter 

and is utilized to overhaul the coefficients until the general output will be y = d. When it 

happens, the adjustment procedure is done, and e attains zero. On the off chance that the 
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obscure framework is direct and non time-shifting, then subsequently the adjustment is 

finished, the system's qualities no more variation. In this plan, the adaptive filter replicas 

of unknown system.  

 

 

FIGURE 2. 2 Adaptive filter structure for cancellation of noise 

  

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2. 3 Adaptive filter structure for identification of system 

 

        

2.3 TIME DOMAIN ADAPTIVE FILTERING ALGORITHMS 

                           
                       There are numerous calculations used to change the coefficients of the digital 

filter with a specific end goal to match the desired response and also conceivable. The LMS 

Algorithm is the more effective of the calculations in light of the fact that it is the most proficient 

regarding both storage requirement and undoubtedly computational complexity. Like the steepest 
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descent algorithm on which the LMS algorithm is based upon, the fundamental LMS algorithm 

redesigns the filter coefficients after every sample. 

 

2.3.1 STEEPEST DESCENT ALGORITHM 
 

           The steepest descent algorithm is an old tool for numerically discovering the base 

estimation of a function, with respect to the slope of that function. Steepest descent utilizes the 

slope function (or the scalar subordinate, if the function is single-valued) to focus in which 

direction a function is expanding or diminishing most quickly. Every progressive cycle of the 

algorithm moves along this direction for a predetermined step size, and the recomputes the slope 

to focus the new bearing to travel. 

            The strategy for steepest descent is a valuable tool for sign transforming on the grounds 

that it can be connected iteratively. We can apply the steepest descent algorithm to the Wiener 

filter in such a path, that at every new step we can ascertain another set of filter coefficients. 

Utilizing the steepest descent strategy, we can approach a minimum error value in generally couple 

of iterations, and we can track a signal that adjusts so as to apply new least coefficients to every 

new form of the signal. It is imperative to utilize a steepest descent approach, or other quick 

minimization calculation so that the channel coefficients can be upgraded all the more immediately 

then the following data test is gotten. 

         The steepest descent algorithm can be set by the formula  

                                                    ……………………………..(2.2) 

 

 

2.3.2   LMS ALGORITHM 
 

            The realization of the regular wiener filter mostly gives the answer to the least squares 

approximation, apart from the domain of signal processing. The least squares answer with the input 

matrix x and  the output vector y is given by 

β = (XTX)-1 XTY 

The fundamental thought behindhand LMS channel is to develop the optimal filter weights (R-1P), 

by redesigning the filter weight in a way to congregate with the optimal filter weights. The scheme 
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begins by pretentious small values of weights (zero mostly), and at every step, by discovering the 

slope of the mean square error, the coefficients are u[dated. That is, if the MSE-slope is infers, the 

error will continue growing absolutely, if the same coefficient is utilized for additional reiterations, 

which implies we have to lessen the values of weights. In the similar way, if the slope is negative, 

we have to increase the values. In this way, the fundamental weight upgrade mathematically is 

given by  

                                                 

where  represents the mean square error. The negative sign indicates that, there is a necessity to 

change the weights in a direction contradictory to that of gradient slope. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. 4 Basic Structure of LMS Filter 

     

 

 

DERIVATION OF LMS ALGORITHM 

                 The idea behindhand LMS filter is to routine steepest descent algorithm to find values 

of filter coefficients which will reduce the cost function. The cost function can be represented by 

the equation  

C(n) = E{ | e(n)2| }                                        

Where e(n) is the error signal at the present sample n and E{.} represents the expected value.The 

cost function C(n) is the mean square error and this error is minimized by considering the LMS 

algorithm. The meaning of relating steepest descent is that to take derivatives according individual 

values of the vector illustration of filter coefficient. 
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Where ∇ is the gradient operator 

        

Here  ∇𝑪(𝒏) is the vector that points to steepest ascent related to cost function. To get the slightest 

of the cost function we want to take a step in the contradictory course of  ∇𝑪(𝒏). 

 

Expressing ∇𝑪(𝒏) in mathematical expressions we get the equation as 

 

 

Here µ/2 depicts the step size i.e., the adaption constant. That depicts that we have established a 

sequential update algorithm that decreases the value of the cost function. 

The problem that occurs here is that this scheme is not relizable until we get the value of  

E{x(n) e’(n)}. 

              For many schemes we get the expectation function E{x(n) e’(n)} usually estimated. This 

could be done by using a unbiased estimator. 

 

 Where N is the figure of samples we use for the estimation. 

 

The simplest case is N=1 

 

Then for the simplest case the update algorithm becomes as follows 

 

The above equation constitutes for the update algorithm for the LMS filter. 
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2.4   THE IMPORTANCE OF µ AND N 
 

                                     A critical piece of the calculation is the overhauling of the channel 

coefficients as would be commonplace for all adaptive filter calculations. μ is basic for the 

overhaul and must be picked precisely to guarantee the channel merges. Redesigning the channel 

coefficients is critical on the grounds that this is the piece of the code that administers how well 

the channel will meet to the sought reaction. Another component that has a key part in this joining 

is the quantity of channel coefficients N. Instinctively the quantity of coefficients must in any event 

level with the length of the drive reaction of the unknown scheme. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. 5 Variation of Error VS MU 
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CHAPTER 3 

TMS320C6713 Digital Signal Processor 

And Interfacing 
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3.1 DSK BOARD 

 
                    Digital signal processors, for example, the TMS320C6x group of processors are 

similar to quick unique persistence microprocessors by means of a particular sort of architecture 

planning and an guideline set suitable for the signal processing. The C6x documentation is utilized 

to assign an individual from Texas Instruments' (TI) TMS320C6000 group of digital signal 

processors. The building design of the C6x digital signal processors is extremely appropriate for 

numerically concentrated computations. Taking into account very long instruction word (VLIW) 

architecture, the C6x is thought to be utmost capable processor. The digital signal processors are 

utilized for an extensive variety of utilizations, from interchanges what's more, controls to speech 

processing. The regular purpose digital signal processor has many solicitations in the field of 

communication. 

These are generally found in mobile phones, radios and printers etc. 

                         The DSK is a unique and less expensive which has both software and hardware 

tools for real-time signal processing. This board includes whole DSP system. The DSK board, with 

a rough size of 5 x 8 in., incorporates the C6713 floating point digital signal processor and a 32-

bit stereo codec TLV320AIC23 (AIC23) the input and the output. The locally available codec 

AIC23 utilizes a sigma–delta innovation that gives ADC also, DAC. It join with a 12-MHz 

framework clock. Variable inspecting rates from 8 to 96 kHz can be set promptly. A daughter card 

development is likewise given on the DSK board. Two 80-pin connectors accommodate outer 

fringe and external memory interfaces. There are two venture cases which delineate the utilization 

of external memory interface (EMIF) by means of light-emitting diodes and LCDs for range show. 

The DSK board incorporates 16MB (megabytes) of synchronous element arbitrary access memory 

(SDRAM) and 256kB (kilobytes) of the flash memory. There are four connectors on the board 

which give information and yield: MIC IN for receiver data, LINE IN for line information, LINE 

OUT for line output, and HEADPHONE for an earphone yield. The status of the four client plunge 

switches on the DSK board can be perused from a system and gives the client an input control 

interface. The DSK works at 225 MHZ. it has an onboard voltage regulators that manage in 

providing with a voltage of 1.26v for the 6713 processor and 3.3v for the memory and the 

peripherials. 
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3.2 TMS320C6713 Digital processor 

  
               The TMS320C6713 is made of the VLIW modeling, which is extremely well suited for 

numerically serious algorithms. The interior program memory is organized with the goal that an 

aggregate of eight instructions can be gotten each cycle. For instance, with a clock rate of 225MHz, 

the C6713 is equipped for getting eight 32-bit instructions for every period of 1/(225 MHz) or 4.44 

ns. 

                  The main features of the processor incorporate 264 kB of internal memory (8kB as L1P 

and L1D cache and 256kB as L2 memory imparted in the middle of project and information space), 

eight utilitarian or execution units made out of six ALUs plus two multiplier units, a 32-bit address 

bus headed for addressing 4 GB (gigabytes), also two sets of 32-bit universally useful registers. 

 

                  The C67xx, (for example, the C6701, C6711, and C6713) fit in with the group of the 

C6x floating point processors, whereas the C62xx and C64xx fit in with the group of the C6x 

settled point processors. The C6713 is equipped for both altered and floating point processing. 

 

FIGURE 3. 1 DSK Board 
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FIGURE 3. 2 TMS320C6713 Structure 

                                       

 

3.3 INTERFACING OF C6713 PROCESSOR WITH PC 

 

3.3.1 CODE COMPRESSOR STUDIO 

               
                      CCS gives an IDE to fuse the product apparatuses. CCS incorporates instruments 

for code era, for example, a C compiler, a ASSEMBLER, and a linker. It has graphical abilities 

also, and undergoes real time troubleshooting. It gives a simple to-utilize programming device to 

build and troubleshoot programs. 

                             

                            The C compiler assembles a C source program with .c extension to deliver an get 
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together source document with  .asm extension.The assembler collects an.asm source record to 

create a machine dialect article document with extension.obj.The linker joins article documents 

and item libraries as information to deliver an executable document with .out extension. This 

executable document speaks to a linked common object file format (COFF), prominent in Unix-

based frameworks and embraced by a few producers of advanced signal processors. This 

executable record can be stacked and run specifically on the C6713 processor. the straight get 

together source document with augmentation .sa, which is a combination of C and gathering code. 

A direct enhancer streamlines this source record to make a assembly file with .asm  extension (like 

the undertaking of the C compiler). 

 

                            To make an application extend, one can "include" the proper documents to the 

project. Compiler/linker alternatives can promptly be determined. Various troubleshooting 

highlights are accessible, including setting breakpoints and viewing variables; seeing memory, 

register, and blended C and assembly code; diagramming results; and screen ing execution time. 

One can venture through a project in distinctive courses (venture into, over, or out).Real-time 

investigation can be performed utilizing real-time data exchange (RTDX) . RTDX takes into 

consideration information trade between the host PC and the target DSK, and additionally 

examination continuously without halting the target. Key measurements and execution can be 

observed continuously. Through the joint team action group (JTAG), correspondence with on-chip 

emulation help that strikes control and screen program execution. The C6713 DSK board 

incorporates a JTAG interface through the USB port. 

                   The CCS is used for running the C code in it. It is then converted into the assembly 

language code. The processor then understands the code. The CCS is used for interfacing the c6713 

processor with the personal computer. it is a tool that helps in developing the code and getting the 

code loaded into the TMS processor. The program is also added with some libraries such as 

defining the sampling rate input and the output mic. This processors operates between 8MHZ to 

96MHZ. 
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3.3.2 SUPPORT AND INSTALLATION OF CCS 

 
                    Utilize the USB link to associate the DSK board to the USB port on the PC. Utilize 

the 5-V power supply comprised with the DSK bundle to associate with the +5-V power connector 

on the DSK to turn it on. Introduce CCS along with CD-ROM incorporated with the DSK, ideally 

utilizing c:\C6713 configuration. 

 

                         The CCS symbol ought to be on the desktop as "C6713DSK CCS" and is utilized 

to dispatch CCS.The code era devices (C compiler, assembler and the linker) are utilized with CCS 

form 2.x. 

             CCS offers useful documents involved with the DSK package for the following 

 tools for generation of the code such as the linker, the assembler and the complier for 

the C code. 

 RTDX, examples on the CCS and the complier. 

 The registers and the instructions of the DSP. 

 Tools for RTDX, DSP input and the output system etc. 

 

An large amount of materials for support such as pdf’s are included in the CCS. It  also consists 

of tutorials and various examples included within CCS in folder c:\c6713\examples. It also gives 

the detailed description of the board and support tools for the on board chip, the library files, BIOS 

and many. CCS 2nd version is used for building and testing the examples that are included in the 

book. A huge amount of files are also included in to the following subfolders or the directories 

with the path of the folders c:\c6713 which can also be changed or suggested during the installation 

of the CCS. 

 

           The DSK is connected to an IBM compatible computer through usb port of the personal 

computer through the USB included along with the package containing the DSK board. 

           An oscilloscope, speakers and also signal generators. The spectrum analyzer is not 

mandatory. Shareware are available that can be utilized by the PC and also the sound card to obtain 

a virtual instrument such as an function generation or any automated instrument. 
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3.4 STEPS FOLLOWED DURING INTERFACING 

 
 my projects: it is used for storage of the projects. Each of the folders of the program 

should be placed in this subdirectory. 

 The bin folder consists of the utilities 

  The docs folder consists of the manuals and the documentation 

 The c6000\cgtools folder consists of the tools for the code generation 

 The c6000\RTDX comprises the real time data transfer and the support files. 

 The c6000\BIOS comprises the support files for the BIOS 

 The examples comprises examples that are included along with CCS. 

 The tutorials comprises of additional examples that are included with the CCS. 

 

The folders which includes the programs and the support files in the CD are to be relocated to the 

subdirectory with title myprojects. Modifiy the properties of all files comprised such that they are 

not read only files (all the folders could be tinted to conversion of the properties of its own subjects 

at once). 

 

 The C6713dskinit.c comprises utilities to adjust the DSK, codec, serial ports, and also for 

I/O. This is not involved with CCS. 

 The C6713dskinit.h header file through function samples. Features such as that used for 

the selection of mic input in lieu of line input, the input gain, and others are obtained from 

the header file (adjusted from a analogous file comprised with CCS). 

 The C6713dsk.cmd example linker command file. The common file can be changed while 

using external memory with respect to internal memory. 

 The Vectors_intr.asm a revised form of a vector file comprised by means of CCS to hold 

interrupts. Twelve interrupts, which are from INT4 to INT15 are accessible, and the INT11 

is designated in this vector file. It is also used for all the interrupt driven programs. 
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FIGURE 3. 3 Project Creation in CCS. 

 

FIGURE 3. 4 Project View in CCS 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION 
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4.1 GENERATION OF ECG SIGNAL IN MATLAB 

 

                  The ECG signal is developed in the matlab. Each wave is individually generated and 

then it is summed to form an ECG signal. A random signal is also generated in the matlab software 

is whose samples are added to the ECG signal samples. The two samples should have the same 

sample size. 

                      The use of a software for generation of the ECG signal has numerous points of 

interest in the recreation of ECG waveforms. Initial one is identified with the sparing of time and 

other one is evacuating the troubles of bringing genuine ECG signals with intrusive and 

noninvasive strategies.The ECG signal generated in the matlab is easy to analyze each of the waves 

discretely. 

4.1.1 MAIN FEATURES OF GENERATION OF ECG SIGNAL IN MATLAB 
 

 Any value of intervals between the peaks can be set. 

 Any estimation of adequacy can be set for individual crests. 

 Fibrillation can likewise be reproduced.. 

 Heart pluse of a specific ECG sign can be spoken to in an alternate diagram. 

The ECG signal generated in the matlab is generated in such a way that the user can either use the 

default values used in the code for generation of the signal or can enter on his own the amplitude, 

duration and time for individual signals. 

                      File management procedure is used in matlab and CCS so that the ECG signal 

samples generated in can be stored in the text file whenever the program is made to run the matlab 

software creates the text file so that the sample values of the ECG signal and the random samples 

are stored in two different text files. Then the LMS filter code which is written in CCS imported 

the text files that are generated by the matlab software and uses them as the desired signal(ECG 

signal) and the input signal(Random signal). 

                       The ECG signal generated with the default signal has a heart beat of 72BPM. 
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The default values taken are as follows: 

 AMPLITUDE(mv) DURATION(sec) TIME PERIOD(sec) 

P-WAVE 0.25 0.09 0.16 

Q-WAVE 0.025 0.066 0.166 

QRS-WAVE 1.6 0.11  

S-WAVE 0.25 0.066 0.09 

T-WAVE 0.35 0.142 0.2 

U-WAVE 0.035 0.0476 0.433 

 

Any occasional capacities which fulfill dirichlet's condition can be communicated as a progression 

of scaled extents of sin and cos terms of frequencies which happen as a various of fundamental 

frequency. 

 

ECG sign is intermittent with principal frequency dictated by the heart beat. It additionally fulfills 

the dirichlet's conditions: 

 The function is single value also is finite over the given interval. 

 It is totally integrable. 

 There ought to be limited number of maxima and minima between specific interims. 

 It also has finite amount of cutoffs. 

Hence fourier series could be used as in lieu of ECG signal. 

So, the individual waves of the ECG signal such as P, Q, QRS, T, U waves can be individually be 

generated with the help of the fourier transform. 

Here we see the generation of the P wave and also the QRS complex the rest of the waveforms are 

also generated in a similar manner. The generation of these waves is shown in next section 
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FIGURE 4. 1 Generating The QRS Waveform 

4.2 CALCULATIONS 

            

                               we may perceive that a solitary time of an ECG sign is a mixture of triangular 

and sinusoidal wave frames. Every huge highlight of ECG sign can be spoken to by moved and 

scaled variants one of these waveforms as demonstrated as follows. 

 QRS, Q and S bits of ECG signal can be spoken to by triangular waveforms. 

 P, T and U bits can be spoken to by triangular waveforms. 

When we produce each of these bits, they can be added at last to get the ECG signal. Lets take 

QRS waveform as the inside the whole gang shiftings happens as for this some piece of the signal. 

 

Generation of a intermittent QRS portion of ECG signal 
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From the equation (1) we get 

 

Generation of P WAVE of ECG Signal 

 

FIGURE 4. 2 Generation of P Wave 
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FIGURE 4. 3 ECG Signal Generated using MATLAB 

 

Thus the ECG signal generated from matlab is 
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4.2.1 OUTPUT FROM TMS320C6713 PROCESSOR 

 
                    The ECG signal samples and the random signal samples (ECG signal plus noise) 

that are generated through matlab are given to the LMS filter with ECG signal as the desired signal 

and the random signal as the input signal. The LMS filter is initially gone through the training 

period with the known signal by considering the optimum weights around 4. During the training 

period the weights or coefficients of the LMS filter are obtained approximately 4. 

                        Now in the testing period the input signal generated from the matlab is been 

compared with the desired signal and the outputs resulted are as follows 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4. 4 Output from TMS320C6713 
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4.3 CONCLUSION 
 

                           The outputs from the TMS320C6713 processor were extracted successfully and 

plotted with the help of oscilloscope. The LMS calculation taking into account Adaptive separating 

is proposed and actualized effectively. The execution of the calculation has been checked 

effectively on CCS and the calculation is discovered to be exceedingly proficient. It is found after 

effective execution that denoising system for ECG sign utilizing the TMS processor can be 

effectively removed by utilizing Least Mean Square (LMS) calculation for tap-weight vectors. The 

LMS calculation is executed by in C. The training and the testing periods of the adaptive filter are 

successfully implemented. 

 

 

 

4.4 FUTURE WORK 
                      

                              The results are obtained from the processor but are not precise and accurate. 

The adaptive filter used here has only gone through 1000 samples during the training period. The 

filter should be going through more training period for accurate results. The adaptive filter 

technique used here is efficient and can produce much precise results by training it with more 

samples so that the filter coefficients are reached up to their optimum values. But the extraction 

techniques may change with time and hence more efficient and error free techniques will be 

developed in future. 
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